
Raptor 75x
Multi-Ply Cutting System

Quick-connect, modular design for productivity
Eastman RaptorTM models have been uniquely crafted in the USA to automatically pull stacked material plies from the spreading table to a modular, 

bristle-block conveyor bed for reciprocating knife cutting of patterns. Featuring precise system operations and driven by state-of-the-art motion control 

communications, the Raptor is an industrial-strength solution for low- to high-ply cutting of flexible material goods. Eastman’s exclusive IntellicutTM knife 

control software increases the accuracy and integrity of the cut from top to bottom ply. Eastman’s comprehensive range of equipment, from front-end 

preparation through the cutting phase, are an integral part of composite, technical textile and apparel factories around the world. 

Heavy-Duty

Strength

Software
The RaptorTM frame is made of heavy-gauge welded 

steel and is engineered to withstand challenging mass 

production environments. Eastman’s exclusive tool 

head design allows for a short and rigid reciprocating 

blade which ensures less deflection when cutting 

heavy-loads of stacked material goods — a recipe for 

accurately cut pattern pieces from top-to-bottom ply. 

Blade image at left.

The Raptor’s operating control software is all-inclusive with your purchase. 

The intelligence behind advanced operations and algorithms will become 

an integral part of your daily operations. 

The software features proactive reporting 

on blade-wear and usage. It also has 

user-controlled settings for knife control, 

vacuum power and blade sharpening. 

Control settings manage user levels.

The RaptorTM has been engineered to 

handle heavy-ounce materials like denim, 

high tenacity synthetics and complex fiber 

blends, alongside the finest silks and 

lightweight fabrics. Cut multiple plies at 

once, shown at left.

Modular Design

Environmental

All components of the tool head are modular making it easily accessible 

for maintenance and replacement of internal components and 

consumable items. Quick disconnect plugs further simplify the process. 

The frame design is also modular; custom widths and lengths are 

available. Maximize your production and minimize maintenance time!

A variable frequency drive control with Eastman’s high-efficiency vacuum 

provides consistent material compression for the entire job while reducing 

power consumption. 

Real-time diagnostics for immediate support

Systems that are networked may be accessed by Eastman technicians 

off-site in real-time for immediate troubleshooting and support. Real-

time diagnostics monitor all wires and signals, as well as motors.
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 •  Cutting area is made up of durable bristle blocks

 •   Reciprocating knife blade penetrates bristle blocks with precision and 

minimal damage to cutting area

 •   Easy to replace, the bristle blocks snap-in and snap-out individually, 

featuring a unique design for maximum life

 • Blast gate reduces time in advancing material

 • Optional overhead light maximizes visual inspection of parts

Raptor Technical Specifications

BASIC SPECIFICATIONS

POWER REQUIREMENTS

SPEEDS

ENGLISH (METRIC)

78.74 in. (2.00 m)

208/230/380/460/575V, 3 ph, 50/60 Hz, 9.0 kVA

Dual-X Axis, Y-Axis & Theta Axis. X & Y-Axis Rack & Pinion Drive, 
Brushless Servo Motors

8.2 ft. (2.5m)

208/230/380/460/575V, 50/60 Hz, 30 HP, VFD control
90 psi (6.2 bars), 18 cfm

0.8 g
Variable up to 5,000 RPM

Up to 40 in./sec. (60m/min.)
8 in./sec. (12 m/min)

3 in. (7.5cm)Maximum Thickness of 
Compressed Material

Electric 

Width

Control Power

Maximum Cutting Speed (Material Dependent)

Drive System

 Pneumatic

Maximum Acceleration
Reciprocating Knife Speed

Length

Vacuum Blower

Maximum Conveyor Speed

Raptor 75x

ENVIRONMENTAL

<76 dB(A)

20 – 80% (non-condensing)
55 – 100°F (12 – 37°C)Operating Temperature

Sound Level

Humidity

Custom widths and lengths 
available. Contact the factory 
for additional specifications.

**Achievable speeds and accelerations are tool-, material- and thickness-dependent. All indicated speeds, dimensions, weights and 
performance data are approximate and subject to change without notice.

The Raptor™ Tool Head, patent pending
 •  Quick change knife and sharpening discs

 • Reciprocating knife provides precise vertical stroke cutting

 • IntellicutTM knife control software ensures quality cuts from    

   top to bottom ply

 •   Cutting up to 3 in. (7.5 cm) of compressed material

 •  Low pressure, light-touch sharpening unit. Sharpening can be 

adjusted to user defined angle. Utilizes magnets to maintain 

even pressure of the sharpening discs against the knife edge 

ensuring the sharpest blade

 •  High-speed-single or dual pneumatic drills for punching

 •  Air chillers direct air flow onto the blade for maximum cooling 

efficiency

 •  Easy access to knife system and assembly parts simplifies 

daily maintenance procedures

Safety
 • Six remote emergency stops: two on cutting gantry, four system-mounted 

 • Additional gantry-mounted stop disks pause system operation until  

  returned to neutral and reset. Operation can then be resumed from any  

  position

 • Tool head is equipped with plexiglass safety window to keep hands free  

   of potential knife injury during operation

 • Single turn-off point with a universal power system for lockout/tagout  

   safeguards employees from unexpected start-up

 • Stack light indicator marks operation status

Features

Options
 • Knife Chiller | Direct knife cooling improves cutting  

  speeds and the ability to cut heavier-ounce materials 

 • Lateral drive | Motorized device for moving the system  

  from one spreading table to another

 •  Automatic bristle cleaner | No separate cleaning cycle 

 •  Motorized Resealer | Reseals the area that is cut to generate  

better vacuum hold-down so that material does not shift while  

being cut.

 • Heavy-Duty Knife | Lower blade deflection for tough materials
Spreading Options

Other Features

August 2013
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Eagle C125 Conveyor Cutting System
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Taking continuous  
cutting to new heights
The Eagle™ C125 conveyor system has supreme capabilities for single- to low-ply cutting requirements. It has the ability to continuously convey rolled 

material goods with consistent speed and control. Eastman’s gantry and tool-head design are engineered to cut the most diverse technical and 

industrial fabrics available, while exceeding industry standards for accuracy. The robust conveyor design delivers unrivaled levels of material utilization 

and is often capable of cutting multiple layers without plastic overlay*. This computer-controlled cutting system requires minimal operator guidance to 

automatically feed and spread material to the identified start position. Smooth and accurate cutting of long markers is accomplished with the support of  

a powerful, yet quiet and self-contained vacuum system.       

       *Material dependent

Material Hold-Down
The C125 is equipped with a self-contained, high-flow  

vacuum system to ensure optimum material hold-down  

for cutting. Millions of holes are perforated in a random  

pattern that provides evenly dispersed vacuum flow, no 

matter where you are cutting. The piece removal zone is 

integrated into the design, eliminating the need for  

extension tabling.

Cutting Surface
The cutting surface is a smooth and durable, 

high-durometer cast urethane conveyor belt 

suitable for even sticky or downy materials. 

It has proven reliable for 2,000+ hours of  

normal operation, with some customers 

testifying to more than four years of continu-

ous use.

International Compliance Ratings

The operating computer, and control cabinet  

are housed in independent enclosures that  

are sealed to offer dust and water resistant 

protection in harsh or high particulate  

environments. Additionally, cabling connectors, 

servo motors and display components meet 

recognized international protection ratings 

requirements.

Industrial Design for Rigorous Use

• Advanced electro-pneumatic regulator for precise tool  

pressure control

• Built-in surge protection to block voltage spikes and surges

• Heavy-duty cable connectors

• Hi/Low voltage systematic panel layout for easy troubleshooting

• Easy access, sealed doors for inspection and maintenance

• Heavy-gauge steel construction with scratch-resistant powder  

coated finish

Made to Order
Available in a range of widths, 

lengths and various tool head 

accessory options, the C125  

will be built to match your appli-

cation needs, allowing you to  

customize the tools and capabili-

ties to maximize productivity.



Conveyor Technical Specifications*

BASIC SPECIFICATIONS* ENGLISH METRIC

78 in.

12 ft.

96 in.

16 ft.

108 in.

20 ft.

114 in.

36 ft.
Dual-X Axis, Y-Axis & Theta Axis. X & Y-Axis Rack & Pinion Drive, Brushless Servo Motors

126 in.
156 in.

1.98 m

3.66 m

2.44 m

4.88 m

2.74 m

6.10 m

2.90 m

10.97 m

3.20 m
3.96 m

Width

Length

Drive System

Please contact the factory for active 
cutting zone dimensions. Custom 
widths and lengths available.

SPEEDS

1.3 g

60 in./sec. 

60 in./sec. 

11 in./sec. 
152.4 cm/sec.
28 cm/sec.

Maximum Cutting Speed

Maximum Acceleration
Maximum X/Y Speed

Maximum Conveyor Speed (System size dependent)

ENVIRONMENTAL

15 CFM
<76 dB(A)

20 – 80% (non-condensing)
55 – 100°F 12 – 37°C

Compressed Air Consumption

Operating Temperature
Sound Level

Humidity

*Achievable speeds and accelerations are tool, material and thickness dependent. All indicated speeds, dimensions, weights and performance data are approximate and subject to change without notice. 

230V, 3 ph, 50/60 Hz, 5.4 kVA. Stand-alone step-down transformer required for other voltages.
208/230/380/460V, 3 ph, 50/60 Hz, 10 HP, VFD control
75 – 90 psi at 15 SCFM 5.17 – 6.2 bars at 0.42 cmm

Electric 
Diagnostic Control Cabinet/PC

 Pneumatic
Vacuum Blower

POWER REQUIREMENTS

Safety

• Four remote emergency stops: two on cutting gantry,  
two system-mounted

• Additional gantry-mounted stop disks pause system operation 
until returned to neutral and reset. Operation can then be 
resumed from any position

• Tool head is equipped with plexiglass safety window to keep 
hands free of knife during operation

• Single turn-off point with a universal power system for lockout/
tagout safeguards employees from unexpected start-up

Additional Solutions

Options

Flexible Design

Marking/Labeling

All tool heads are equipped with a pen or  
Sharpie® assembly for marking. Additional  
options available for airbrush ink spray,  
adhesive labels or drop-on-demand inkjet.

Tool Head

Choice of standard, heavy-duty or fiber 
tool head, featuring individually aligned 
and calibrated tool spindles with your 
choice of over 60 blades, punches and 
notches.

A library feature within the operating 
control software allows the opeartor to 
save commonly used tool pressures and 
blade assignments based on job and 
material files.

  ■  EasiHold® | for cutting lofted material
  ■  EasiLabel | adhesive label system 
  ■  EasiMark | airbrush marking system
  ■ JetPRO     | drop-on-demand inkjet

  ■  Variety of material  
handling equipment

  ■ Fiber tool head
  ■ Heavy-Duty tool head 
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Eagle S125 Static Table Cutting System
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Go ahead. Get tough.
Eastman’s	static	table	system	is	capable	of	cutting,	marking,	drilling	and	punching	virtually	any	fl	exible	material	at	speeds	of	up	to	60	inches	

per second (152.4 cm/sec.). The static cutting table has proven itself as the go-to resource for materials like cotton, nylon and vinyl as well as 

diffi	cult-to-cut	materials—such	as	polystrand,	p-tex,	and	fi	berglass-polyester	blends.	The	static	table	system	is	available	in	a	range	of	system	

lengths	and	widths	to	meet	the	demands	for	prototypes,	one-offs	and	full-production	runs.	The	system’s	high-precision	confi	guration	features	

multi-axis	motion	for	more	defi	ned	and	accurate	cuts.	Material	is	spread	across	the	static	table	by	an	operator	or	with	the	use	of	a	pneumatic	

gripper	bar.	The	open	plenum	vacuum	system	design	ensures	evenly	dispersed	airfl	ow	for	optimal	material	hold-down.	This	computer-controlled	

system	features	zoning	capabilities	to	enable	cutting	in	one	area	while	the	operator	is	simultaneously	picking	parts	in	another,	maximizing	daily	

production capacity.

Material Hold-Down
The	S125	is	equipped	with	a	high-fl	ow	vacuum	system	

to ensure optimum material hold-down for cutting. The 

porous	surface	ensures	evenly	dispersed	vacuum	fl	ow,	

no matter where you are cutting. Cutting zones may 

be designated so that cutting occurs in one area while 

piece removal takes place in another.

Cutting Surface
The standard cutting surface is a porous 

plastic sheet. Alternative cutting surfaces are 

available to optimize cutting results for any 

given material or aid in controlling material 

contamination concerns. Proven reliable for 

2,000+	hours	of	normal	operation	use.

International Compliance Ratings

The operating computer, and control cabinet 

are housed in independent enclosures that 

are sealed to offer dust and water resistant 

protection in harsh or high particulate 

environments. Additionally, cabling connectors, 

servo motors and display components meet 

recognized international protection ratings 

requirements.

Industrial Design for Rigorous Use

•	 Advanced electro-pneumatic regulator for precise tool 

pressure control

•	 Built-in surge protection to block voltage spikes and surges

•	 Heavy-duty cable connectors

•	 Hi/Low voltage systematic panel layout for easy troubleshooting

•	 Easy access, sealed doors for inspection and maintenance

•	 Heavy-gauge steel construction with scratch-resistant powder 

coated	fi	nish

Made to Order
Available in a range of widths, 

lengths and various tool head 

accessory options, the S125 

will be built to match your appli-

cation needs, allowing you to 

customize the tools and capabili-

ties	to	maximize	productivity.

Go ahead. Get tough.
Eastman’s	static	table	system	is	capable	of	cutting,	marking,	drilling	and	punching	virtually	any	fl	exible	material	at	speeds	of	up	to	60	inches	



78 in.
96 in.
108 in.
114 in.
126 in.
156 in.

1.98 m
2.44 m
2.74 m
2.90 m
3.20 m
3.96 m

60 in. 1.54 m
54 in. 1.37 m

72 in. 1.82 m

Static Cutting Table Technical Specifications*

BASIC SPECIFICATIONS* ENglISh mETrIC

12 ft.
16 ft.
20 ft.
36 ft.+

Dual-X Axis, Y-Axis & Theta Axis. X & Y-Axis Rack & Pinion Drive, Brushless Servo Motors

3.66 m
4.88 m
6.10 m
10.97 m

Width

Length

Drive System

Please contact the factory for active 
cutting zone dimensions. Custom 
widths and lengths available.

SPEEDS

1.3 g
60 in./sec. 

60 in./sec. 

152.4 cm/sec.Maximum Cutting Speed
Maximum Acceleration

Maximum X/Y Speed

ENVIrONmENTAl

15 CFM
<76 dB(A)

20 – 80% (non-condensing)
55 – 100°F 12 – 37°C

Compressed Air Consumption

Operating Temperature
Sound Level

Humidity

*Achievable speeds and accelerations are tool, material and thickness dependent. All indicated speeds, dimensions, weights and performance data are approximate and subject to change without notice. 

230V, 3 ph, 50/60 Hz, 5.4 kVA. Stand-alone step-down transformer required for other voltages.
208/230/380/460V, 3 ph, 50/60 Hz, 7.5 HP, VFD control optional
75 – 90 psi at 15 SCFM 5.17 – 6.2 bars at 0.42 cmm

Electric 
Diagnostic Control Cabinet/PC

 Pneumatic
Vacuum Blower

POwEr rEquIrEmENTS

Safety

•	Four remote emergency stops: two on cutting gantry,  
two system-mounted

•	Additional gantry-mounted stop disks pause system operation 
until returned to neutral and reset. Operation can then be 
resumed from any position

•	Tool	head	is	equipped	with	plexiglass	safety	window	to	keep	
hands free of knife during operation

•	Single turn-off point with a universal power system for lockout/
tagout	safeguards	employees	from	unexpected	start-up

Additional Solutions

Options

Flexible Design

Marking/Labeling

All tool heads are equipped with a pen or  
Sharpie® assembly for marking. Additional  
options available for airbrush ink spray,  
adhesive labels or drop-on-demand inkjet.

Tool Head

Choice of standard, heavy-duty or fiber 
tool head, featuring individually aligned 
and calibrated tool spindles with your 
choice of over 60 blades, punches and 
notches.

A library feature within the operating 
control software allows the opeartor to 
save commonly used tool pressures and 
blade assignments based on job and 
material files.

  ■  EasiHold® | for cutting lofted material
  ■  EasiLabel | adhesive label system 
  ■  EasiMark | airbrush marking system
  ■ JetPRO     | drop-on-demand inkjet
  ■ EasiPull     | material pulling system

  ■ Fiber tool head
  ■ Heavy-Duty tool head 
  ■ Router tool head
  ■ Laser tool head
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Combi Laser & Cutting - Static Table System
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Sealed Edge, Precision of Cuts
The Eastman combination laser and cutting system offers a laser 
for cutting fabrics that require a fused edge as well as the proven, 
reliable technology of Eastman’s static cutting table. The tool head 
is equipped with a 200 watt gas assist laser (100 watt optional), 
three individually aligned and calibrated tool spindles, and a 
pneumatic pen/marker holder.

Laser Technical Specifications 

72 in.

Up to 100 ft.Length

Width
78 in.

Please contact the factory for active cutting zone dimensions. Custom widths and lengths available.

1.82 m

Up to 30 m
1.98 m

STANDARDS ENGLISH METRIC

SPEEDS
Material and table length dependentMaximum Laser/Plotting Speed Material and table length dependent

230V, 3ph, 50/60 Hz, 30 amps
208/230/380/460/575V, 3ph, 50/60 Hz, 7.5 HP, VFD control optional
75 – 90 psi at 15 SCFM 5.17-6.2 bars at 0.42 cmm

Electric 
Diagnostic Control Cabinet/PC

 Pneumatic
Vacuum Blower

POWER REQUIREMENTS

ENVIRONMENTAL

15 CFM
<75 dB(A)

20 – 80% (non-condensing)
55 – 100°F 12 – 37°C

Compressed Air Consumption

Operating Temperature
Sound Level

Humidity

*Achievable speeds and accelerations are tool, material and thickness dependent. All indicated speeds, dimensions, weights and performance data are approximate and subject to change without notice. August 2013

• Cut, mark, punch and seal edges all on one system

• Laser provides cintered edge to prevent fraying - great  
   for materials like nylon and other materials that unravel.

• Single gantry design offers three cutting tools, a laser and  
    a marking tool, minimizing switchover time between  
   material files and set up. (Laser and blade cutting cannot  
   be performed simultaneously).

• 200 watt laser has no contact with the fabric, improving  
   the quality and speed of the cut

• Adjustable laser power within software, reducing  
    unnecessary operating costs



Combi Router & Cutting - Static Table System
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Dual router and static 
cutting table system 
Eastman’s router tool head option delivers heavy-duty 
performance for thick and dense materials. This system offers 
a two-spindle tool head in addition to the router for a variety of 
cutting and routing options. Features such as a pneumatically 
controlled z-axis and a manually adjustable depth-control 
function facilitate cutting materials such as soft or hard wood, 
composites, fiberboard, and a variety of plastics. A large-capacity 
debris-collection system helps create a clean work environment.

• Multi-use—Cut, route, and mark
• Single- or low-ply layer cutting.
• Two spindle tool holders and a router.
• Exclusive carbon impregnated anti-static fiber belt 

for long life and cutting quality
• Sacrificial routing surface.
• Large capacity router debris collection system.

ROUTER-082713

40 in./sec.Maximum Cutting Speed

0.5 gMaximum Acceleration
20 in./sec.Maximum Routing Speed

101 cm/sec.
50.8 cm/sec.

SPEEDS

Combi Router & Static Cutting Table Technical Specifications* 

BASIC SPECIFICATIONS* ENGLISH METRIC

60 in.

8 ft.

72 in.

12 ft.

78 in.

16 ft.

96 in.

24 ft.
36 ft. + 
Dual-X Axis, Y-Axis & Theta Axis. X & Y-Axis Rack & Pinion Drive, Brushless Servo Motors

108 in.
114 in.

1.54 m

2.44 m

1.82 m

3.66 m

1.98 m

4.88 m

2.44 m

7.32 m
10.97 m +

2.74 m
2.90 m

Width

Length

Drive System

Please contact the factory for active cutting zone 
dimensions. Custom widths and lengths available.

ENVIRONMENTAL

15 CFM
<75 dB(A)

20 – 80% (non-condensing)
55 – 100°F 12 – 37°C

Compressed Air Consumption

Operating Temperature
Sound Level

Humidity

* Achievable speeds and accelerations are tool-, material- and thickness-dependent. All indicated speeds, dimensions, weights and performance data are approximate and subject to change without notice. Maximum cutting and 
routing thickness is material dependent.

115/230V, 1 ph, 50/60 Hz, 3.6 kVA 
208/230/380/460/575V, 3 ph, 50/60 Hz, 7.5 HP, VFD control optional
75 – 90 psi at 15 SCFM 5.17 – 6.2 bars at 0.42 cmm

Electric 
Diagnostic Control Cabinet/PC

 Pneumatic
Vacuum Blower

POWER REQUIREMENTS



Tool Heads
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Heads Above the Rest

Standard Tool Head

The standard tool head is equipped with three 
individually aligned and calibrated tool spindles 
as well as a pneumatic pen holder assembly. 
The spindles can be equipped with any three tool 
combination to include round and drag blades, 
punches and/or notches. 

■	 Three individually aligned and calibrated  
      tool spindles

■	 Pneumatic pen lift/holder assembly

Heavy-Duty Tool Head

■	Designed for more rigid materials

■	Two individually aligned and calibrated 
tool spindles, choice of up to two tools

■	Provides more clearance for thicker 
materials

■	Stiffer, thicker tool spindles offer less  
deflection	when	cutting	rigid	materials

■	Pneumatic pen lift/holder assembly

■	3 inch (7.62cm) stroke

Fiber Tool Head

■	Designed	for	cutting	fiberfill	and	foam

■	Two individually aligned and calibrated 
tool spindles, choice of up to two tools

■	Provides more clearance for thicker 
materials

■	Pneumatic pen lift/holder assembly  
not available

■	60 – 75 mm round blades available

■	3 inch (7.62cm) stroke

Eastman	precision	tools	offer	the	utmost	flexibility	for	hundreds	of	cutting	applications	and	proven	solutions	for	even	the	most	difficult-to-cut	
materials.	Eastman’s	tool	heads	have	been	engineered	to	offer	maximum	versatility	and	adaptability	while	adhering	to	stringent	industry	
requirements for accuracy, speed and repeated quality.

Over 60 Blades, Punches, Notches & More!

2” Round Knife Drag Knife 1” Round Knife Punch Pen Notch

  ■   A library feature within the operating control software allows the operator to 
save commonly used tool pressures and blade assignments based on job and 
material	files

  ■ 		Computer-assisted	calibration	minimizes	downtime	after	tool	changing

  ■   Blade life is dependent on the materials being cut. 

  ■ 		Eastman	tool	depth	limiters	and	exclusive	tool	depth	gauges	are	available	to	
limit	the	exposure	of	the	blade	and	minimize	blade	penetration	into	the	cutting	
surface. Also great for kiss cutting when you need to cut the top layer  
of material without cutting through an attached material.

TOOLS - 082713



System Options
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EasiHold™

For Cutting Lofted Material

Eastman’s EasiHold™ dynamic 

vacuum compressor allows users to 

cut lofted material, such as fiberfill and 

foam, with unparalleled speed and 

ease. EasiHold’s vacuum apparatus 

uses a tough, transparent plastic 

voeraly to hold down porous and thick 

fabrics. 

The plastic curtain overlay curtain is 

never cut, eliminating consumable 

waste. 

EasiHold is an optional feature  

for the conveyor system only.

Please see conveyor cutting system 

documentation for additional technical 

specifications.

Eastman’s EasiPull increases throughput by 

streamlining spreading.

It is a perfect attachment for a longer or wider 

cutting table. EasiPull utilizes a pneumatic-

controlled gripper bar to pull material from the 

end of the table to the exact length needed for 

each cut.

The system is equipped with a no-lift Blue Jay 

End Cutter and is available for the static table 

system only.

Please see static table system documentation 

for additional technical specifications.

EasiPull™

System Options August 2013



Pattern Marking/Labeling 
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Eastman’s innovative airbrush marking 

system, EasiMark™, can be added as 

a convenient option to the tool head 

of Eastman’s Eagle™ Conveyor or 

Static Cutting Table to simplify parts 

identification.

Airbrushing is especially useful for fabrics 

such as fiberglass and other materials 

where traditional printing will not work.

EasiMark’s™ non-clogging ink is fed from 

a reservoir mounted on the tool-head. Air 

pressure sends the ink to an industrial 

spray head and onto the material.

• Permanent and washable inks

• Available in single or dual airbrush  
    configurations

EasiMark™

Eastman’s LabelPRO™ system is for 

simple pattern identification. Integrated 

with the cutting tool head, a printhead 

is used to print and place self-adhesive 

labels onto pattern pieces as they are cut. 

LabelPRO™ reduces the time & effort 

required to manage cut pieces. Label 

data comes directly from a CAD pattern 

database and can be barcoded or printed 

with multiple fonts.

• 2”x1” or 1.25 x .5” printheads  
    or labels available 

• Supports numbers 0-9; characters A-Z  
   (capital letters only); +/-/./$/% and      
   SPACE

• One of seven available barcode types  
    may be selected (standard is CODE39)

• Maximum number of characters is 13  
    for 2” wide label

• 5,500 labels per roll

labelPRO™ jetPRO™

JetPRO™ is an inkjet drop-on-demand 

printer allows full speed character printing 

with an ink color and formulas available 

for most surfaces.

• X,Y printer

• Scalable fonts and barcode from 1/2”  
    to 2-1/2”

• Printing angles include 0, 90, 180, 170,  
   and 360 degree

•Printing Speed: 2.5 cm/s – 100 cm/s  
   (actual print speed may vary between  
   porous and non-porous materials)

• Ink: Variety of colors (pigmented and  
   non-pigmented ink available)

• Manual height adjustment to raise and  
    lower the head

• Reservoir for ink is 1 liter

• Tilt reductions from 100% (full vertical)  
    down to 10%

• “Bold” feature available to add  
    additional dot column for each  
    character.

• Reverse (mirror image), inverted (upside  
    down), 90 degree rotation, and negative  
    print are available.

Marking August 2013



EasiWrap Sound Curtain
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Acoustic Blanket System for Sound Reduction
The EasiWrap Sound Curtain is an optional accessory for the 

static table systems and offers:

• Sound reduction

• Conceals under-table plumbing, the blower and cabling

• Easy Installation

• Outer barrier made of silicone impregnated fiberglass cloth
• Interior quiet barriers consist of PVC and “Quietglass” insulation
• Attached to the table with eyelet hooks, drilled into table frame
• Velcro system at panel overlaps
• Reduces overall sound levels 
• Hides plumbing, blower & cabling
• Water and oil resistant
• Flame retardant
• Priced per lineal foot

EasiWrap August 2013
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EastmanPRO is a sophisticated and intelligent software suite that 

is the backbone of Eastman’s turnkey systems. The comprehensive 

software package offers powerful new ways to boost productivity while 

focusing your investment on the tools you need now. The fl exible suite 

design integrates dynamic add-on capabilities and features, helping you 

accomplish your tasks quickly and with better results.

■ Build your suite—Invest in the modules you need, when you need them

■ Features rich and powerful design, as well as nesting and digitizing 

tools for a wide variety of industries and applications

■ Upgrades and support packages available

■ On-site and online training available 

■ Intuitive, easy-to-use interface 

■ Available in multiple languages

■ Custom barcode reader/scanner capabilities

■ Capable of integrating with ERP systems via built-in scripting language

EastmanPRO Software Suite cutPRO - Operating Control Software

Eastman’s operating control software is a robust, fl exibleWindows® 

platform making it effortless to operate Eastman’s automated 

cutting system. Included with your system investment, cutPRO 

makes it easy to import fi les in many formats and it puts you in 

control of generating cut paths, managing speeds, accelerations 

and tool types per material requirement. The ability to remove 

common lines, duplicate 

entities, and edge cuts 

enhances effi ciency while 

maximizing material 

utilization. 

■ Piece manipulation functions 

include move, rotate, scale, 

mirror, erase and copy

■ Adjustable speed, pressure, overcut and acceleration while 

cutting is active

■ Real-time on-screen display of cutting status

■ File storage by user preference

■ Importing of most CAD fi le formats 

■ Remote diagnostic capabilities

■ Simplifi ed calibration

■ Material database

■ Prevent unauthorized changes to the system and software 

with restricted login access

Tools of the Trade
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EastmanPRO Software Suite

patternPRO - PDS
  �  Merge Style Files
  �  Merge CAD Files 
  �  Draft tool
  �  Extend internal line
  �  TrimHalf tools
  �  All Rotation and fl ip
  �  Join Pieces
  �  Measurements
  �  Change cut order 
  �  Global Change internal Parameters
  �  Internals dialog box
  �  Align points
  �  Scale and shrink
  �  Piece to hole / hole to piece
  �  Tracing piece
  �  Build piece
  �  Create and cut parallel
  �  Round corner 
  �  Create a notch
  �  Create a button
  �  Buttons on a line
  �  Export to CAD
  �  Save as PDS and DSN
  �  Batch
  �  Arrange to plot
  �  Digitizer 
  �  Plot to Eastman 
  �  Plot to basic plot format
  �  Regular 2D CAD import
  �  Full access to preferences and view options 

patternPRO - Mark
  �  Standard Nesting
  � All fl ip & rotation tools 
  �  All shooting and adjusts 
  �  Internals ( CTRL + E ) 
  �  Cut order view
  �  Optimize cut order    
  �  Global Change internal Parameters
  �  Export to CAD
  �  Regular 2D CAD import
  �  Plot to Eastman 
  �  Plot to basic plot format
  �  Print minimarker 
  �  Full access to preferences and view options 

patternPRO Design & Nesting Software

Eastman’s patternPRO design and nesting software is a comprehensive set of tools to help you design pattern pieces from the start with the 

program’s drafting and editing tools, or even edit and fi nalize your existing digital patterns, all within the same easy-to-learn interface. 

patternPRO - Optional Items
  �  nest++
  �  nest++2
  �  Grade Module
  �  3D Flattener (3D to 2D)
  �  Network Keys

Converter Modules, optional add-on:
  �  Gerber converter
  �  Lectra converter
  �  Investronica converter
  �  Micro converter
  �  IGES

patternPRO - Import Compatibility

 Available within PDS and Mark
  �  DXF
  �  AAMA 
  �  ASTM
  �  CADL
  �  DFT
  �  Gerber Cutter
  �  HP-GL
  �  DM-PL
  �  Microjet
  �  AI
  �  SPF
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Precisely What You Need
The Blue Jay is available as a stand-alone end-cutting unit or with an optional Pull-Off for even 
faster cutting production and improved accuracy. The system requires only one operator to spread 
and cut material with the simple press of a button. The Pull-Off, a moveable pneumatic clamp, 
grabs the ply to be spread and pulls it down the table to the desired length. The cutting attachment, 
a powerful round knife, automatically drives across the width of the fabric in a guided track for 
repeated, perfectly straight-line cutting.

Blue Jay 10-10-13

Blue Jay with Slitters 
For added panel cutting features, 
Eastman’s 548BK round knife slitters 
can be added to the Blue Jay End 
Cutting System. This will allow for 
cutting in both horizontal and vertical 
directions, maximizing material 
utilization and further decrease labor 
costs. Each slitter can be adjusted on 
the track to within 3 in. of the width 
of the table, allowing for complete 
coverage of the width of the material 
being cut. The number of slitters 
fi tted on the track is material-width 
and table-size dependent. 

PULL OFF (CRA -375)

Additional Options
  � Mirror image confi guration
  � Custom spread programs
  � 12.5" spread height (31.75 cm)
  � Air Jet for Laminates
  � Custom spread lengths up to 999" (25m)

END CUTTER (CRA -395)

• Digital controls include ply counter, return carriage, auto and manual lift, sharpener mode
• Clamp pressure setting
• Clamping bar
• Remote control option

METRICENGLISHSTANDARDS

Maximum width

9 in.
Maximum Spread Height

.20 HPHorsepower

14 in.
¾ in. material thicknessMaximum Cutting Capacity
Approx. 125 lbs.
Variable
1800 RPM
220V, 5 amps, 3 ph

Machine Weight
Traverse Cutting Speed

Blade Speed
Operating Voltage

1.5 to 4.0m (15.2 cm increments)60  to 156 in. (6 in. increments)

22.9 cm
35 cm
1.9 cm material thickness
Approx. 56.7 kg
Variable

Specifi cations

METRICENGLISHSTANDARDS

Maximum machine speed

32 ft., Optional: 50 ft. or 83 ft.
End Cutting Accuracy

325 lbs. 
50 psi at 15 SCFM 3.4 bars at 0.42 cmmCompressed Air

Length of Pull

220V, 8 amps, 1 ph OR 110V, 15 amps, 1 phElectric Requirements

Machine Weight

91 m/min.
+/- 6 mm

100 yards/min.
+/- .25 in.

9.8 m, Optional: 15.2 m or 25.3 m
147 kg

Specifi cations

• Various system footprints for savings in fl oor space
 •Adjustable grip pressure
 •One-touch joystick control
 •LCD display with keypad for simple operation and 
   system status messaging
 •Programmable lift time
•Sharpener preset
• Adjustable ply counter
•Flaw cut key
 •Watchdog timer forces control box to reset in the 
   event of software failure

HEAVY DUTY BLUE JAY 
 • More robust design with a heavy-duty base to help support 
    the cutting of tougher materials, such as fi berglass
 • Offset blade design to avoid material interference with the 
    baseplate support
• Thicker blade used to generate a tough, longer-lasting 

cutting edge 
•  Heavy-duty shear plate with adjustable pressure has been 

added to produce “scissor-like” cutting results 
 • The cutting blade has a unique edge relief, which helps 
    when cutting pre-preg materials 
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Single Roll (CRA-310)

standards metricenglish

Width
66 in.

78 in.
72 in.

300 lbs.
24 in.

Maximum Weight
Maximum Roll Diameter

1.7 m

2.0 m
1.8 m

136 kg
61 cm

Power requirements

220V at 8 amps, 1 ph
110V at 15 amps, 1 ph

Specifi cations

Custom sizes available in 6 in. 
(15.2 cm) width increments.

The Roll Stand System allows the user to easily handle rolled goods for spreading onto the cutting system, maintaining precise 
alignment of each ply with a photo-electric edge control unit. Many confi gurations and styles available.

• Widths available from 60” (1.52m) in 
    6” (15.2cm) width increments

• Optional cones and core stops available

• Expandabar available for different size cores

• Flat fold system suitable for material on skids

•  Single or multiple unit confi guration for feeding several layers of material

• Not recommended for stretchy fabric or vinyl

• Custom confi gurations, widths and roll weight capacities available

Single Roll Heavy-Duty (CRA-315)

standards metricenglish

1,000 lbs.Maximum weight
30 in.
40 in. option

Maximum Roll Diameter

450 kg
76 cm
101 cm option

Specifi cations

Flexible By Design

Single Roll (CRA-315)
With Chute & Roller Assembly

standards metricenglish

>300 lbs, less than 1,000 lbs.Maximum weight
20 in.Maximum Roll Diameter

>136 kg, less than 
51 cm

Specifi cations

• Available starting at 72” (1.8m) wide, and greater
•  Automatic edge control included
• Frozen bar, core stops optional
•  110V/220V, 1 phase
•  Up to 2-3/4” heavy-duty roller tubes with 3-strap brake
• Shown with chute and roller assembly for feeding multiple rolls
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Three-Roll (CRA-318)

standards metricenglish

2,000 lbs., 750 lb. per bar
20 in.

Maximum Weight
Maximum Roll Diameter

907 kg, 340 kg per bar
51 cm

Specifications

Power requirements

110V or 220V, 1 phase

• Infra-red edge control sensors to detect edge of material
• Optional 4th bar available
• Three sets of cones recommended
• Bar options include frozen, solid or expandabar

Motor-Driven (CRA-317)

standards metricenglish

2,000 lbs.
52 in.

Maximum Weight
Maximum Roll Diameter

907 kg
132 cm

Specifications

Power requirements

230V, 3 ph, 3 HP (5 HP opt.)

• Dancer bar control to minimize stretch
• Optional air shafts
• Optional 60” (152cm) roll diameter capacity,  
    maximum roll weight is 500lbs. (227kg)
• Automatic edge control included
• Ultrasonic beam to measure roll diameter  
    and control feeding speeds to the cutter

• 3 strap brakes
• Center roll drive
• Overhead loading only
• Roll drive can be disabled
• Includes super chucks and air bar
• Not recommended for clear material, or vinyl

Two-Roll Heavy-Duty (CRA-318)

standards metricenglish

2,500 lbs.Maximum weight
30 in.
48 in. if only one bar used

Maximum Roll Diameter

1,134 kg
76 cm
122 cm if only one bar used

Specifications

•  With or without automatic edge control
• 3-strap brake
• Center support for wider machines, and for narrow heavy materials
• Shown with one bar
• Bar options include frozen, solid or expandabar
• Not recommended for stretchy fabrics, vinyl or lycra

Power requirements

110V or 220V, 1 phase

Roll Stand Systems
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Single Roll (CRA-355)

The Power Feed System simplifi es material feeding to the cutting system by automatically adjusting and maintaining consistent tension 
for any material type. An optional photo-electric edge control unit ensures precise alignment of each ply. Available in one-roll, two-roll, 
three-roll, six-roll with cart, or fl at fold confi gurations, the Power Feed continuously supplies material for the length of marker or until the 
roll is consumed.

Flexible By Design

Two-Roll, Heavy-Duty (CRA-355)
(not shown)

standards metricenglish

Width

78 in.

96 in.
84 in.

6 in. width increments
1,500 lbs.
30 in.

Custom sizes available in
Maximum Weight

Maximum Roll Diameter

2.0 m

2.4 m
2.1 m

15.2 cm width increments
680 kg
76 cm

Power requirements

220V at 8 amps, 1 ph
110V at 15 amps, 1 ph

Specifi cations

Three-Roll (CRA-355)

108 in. 2.7 m

standards metricenglish

5,000 lbs.

30 in.

Maximum Weight

Maximum Roll Diameter

2,268 kg

76 cm

Specifi cations

2,500 lbs.Weight Capacity per bar 1,134 kg

standards metricenglish

2,000 lbs.

20 in.

Maximum Weight

Maximum Roll Diameter

907 kg

51 cm

Specifi cations

750 lbs.Weight Capacity per bar 341 kg

Power requirements

220V at 8 amps, 1 ph
110V at 15 amps, 1 ph

Power requirements

220V at 8 amps, 1 ph
110V at 15 amps, 1 ph

• Automatic edge control included
• Available in mirror image or standard confi guration

• Automatic edge control included
• Available in mirror image or standard confi guration
• Optional upgrade to pneumatic dual disc brake with infl atable bar available

• Automatic edge control included
• Available in mirror image or standard confi guration
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Power Feed Systems

• Automatic edge control included
• Available in mirror image or standard configuration
• 6-roll cart
• Includes removable bar supports

With Roll Stand Interface (CRA-355)

standards

metric

english

4,000 lbs.Maximum Weight 1,814 kg

Specifications

750 lbs.Weight Capacity per bar 341 kg

Additional 6-Roll Capacity Cart  
for Material Storage 
(not shown)

• 78” (2.0m) and wider, in 6” (15.2cm) increments
• Automatic edge control not available
• Available in mirror image or standard configuration
• No capacity for rolls
• May be used in conjunction with carousel

Front-End System Only (CRA-355) 
(not shown)

standards metricenglish

4,000 lbs.Maximum Weight 1,814 kg

Specifications

20 in.Maximum Roll Diameter 51 cm

• Includes 6 bars (2-3/4” diameter)
• Includes 6 sets of collars (total of 12)
• Available in mirror image or standard configuration
• Specify additional core sizes or cones required
• Larger diameter rolls may be accommodated when 1 or more bar positions are removed
• Includes removable bar supports

Specifications

Power requirements

220V at 8 amps, 1 ph
110V at 15 amps, 1 ph

20 in.Maximum Roll Diameter 51 cm
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Power Cradle (CRA-360)

The Power Cradle System provides an effi cient way of feeding a variety of material to the cutting system from a cradle, in a relaxed 
or tensionless state with precise edge control. This system is ideal for tightly wound materials like canvas, kevlar, cordura and other 
industrial textiles.

• Variable speed rate controlled by a dancer bar

• Tilt-back option for loading heavy material rolls

• Dual-cradle confi guration available

• Optional upright assembly to enhance feeding fl exibility

• Available in mirror image or standard confi guration

• Automatic edge control included

Flexible By Design

STANDARDS METRICENGLISH

Width

66 in.

78 in.
72 in.

96 in.
108 in.
6 in. width increments
300 lbs.
24 in.

48 in. diameter rolls

Custom sizes available in
Standard Weight Capacity

Maximum Roll Diameter

Custom-built systems 
available for up to

1.7 m

2.0 m
1.8 m

2.4 m
2.7 m
15.2 cm width increments
136 kg
61 cm

1.2 m diameter rolls

POWER REQUIREMENTS

220V at 8 amps, 1 ph
110V at 15 amps, 1 ph

Specifi cations

STANDARDS METRICENGLISH

Width

66 in.

78 in.
72 in.

96 in.
108 in.
6 in. width increments
500 lbs.
30 in.

48 in. diameter rolls

Custom sizes available in
Standard Weight Capacity

Maximum ROll Diameter

Custom-built systems 
available for up to

1.7 m

2.0 m
1.8 m

2.4 m
2.7 m
15.2 cm width increments
227 kg
76 cm

1.2 m diameter rolls

POWER REQUIREMENTS

220V at 8 amps, 1 ph
110V at 15 amps, 1 ph

Specifi cationsPower Cradle (CRA-365)
Tilt-Back Option
(not shown)

• Available in mirror image or 
    standard confi guration
• Reverse Roll Attachment
• Uprights / Expandabar
• Uprights / Frozen Bar

Optional Features • Out of cloth sensor
• Out of Cloth switch for use with Blue Jay system
• Loop Sensor for tension-free spreading
• Extended dancer arm
• Dual-cradle confi guration available

Power Cradle 10-10-13
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Optional Features

  �  Automatic Infra-Red Edge Control: 
+/- .25 in. (6 mm) accuracy

  � End Catchers
  �  Quick-Cut Attachment for face-up 
spreading

  � Front or Double Upright

Piece Goods Bars: 
  � Frozen Bar Assembly (250 lb. max)
  � Standard Expandabar (125 lb. max)
  � Heavy Duty Expandabar (300 lb. max)

METRICENGLISHSTANDARDS

Maximum Roll Weight

8.5 in.

250 lbs.

24 in.Maximum Roll Diameter

110V at 7 amps, 220V at 4 amps
Maximum Spread Height

Machine Weight
Electric Power Requirements

57 kg125 lbs.

22 cm

113.4 kg

61 cm

Specifi cations

Eastman’s top-of-the-line manual spreader, the 

Pacemaker, can be utilized effi ciently and with 

ease for face-up and face-to-face spreading. 

This lightweight, economical machine 

combines strength and reliability to increase 

the productivity of your spreading operations. 

The Pacemaker is equipped with end catchers, 

which automatically fold and clamp the fabric 

at each end of the spread.

Standard  Features

•Manual Edge Control

•Ply Counter

•End Catchers

•Expandabar

Pacemaker (CRA-120)
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The Expandable Roll Carrier is conducive to 

spreading various width materials using one 

system. The Expandable is an ideal fi rst machine 

or an emergency machine for cutting rooms with 

motorized spreaders. The manual edge control 

and lifters guide the material onto the table as 

the operator spreads it along the cutting table.

Standard  Features

Manual Edge Control

Roll Bar

Optional Features

  � Double uprights
  � Extended Uprights
  � Rodway catchers

  � Cloth Weights
  � Extended Height Capacity

Expandable (CRA-8472)

METRICENGLISHSTANDARDS

Maximum Spread Height

57 in.; 48 in. opt.
150 lbs. Maximum Roll Weight

72 in. to 84 in.
75 lbs.

Maximum Roll Diameter
Roll Width

Machine Weight

22.9 cm; 38.1 cm opt.9 in.; 15 in. opt.

1.5 m; 1.2 m opt.
1.8 m to 2.1 m
34 kg

68 kg

Specifi cations



Turntable
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Optional Features
  �  Falcon Cut Off
  � Additional Lifter Arms
  � Double Uprights
  � Cloth Weights

METRICENGLISHSTANDARDS

Specifi cations

The Turntable is a lightweight easy-to-use 

spreader. When positioned at the end of a cutting 

table, the material is manually spread across 

the table. The maneuverable spreader adjusts 

for face-up-one way, face-to-face-nap-one-way 

and face-to-face spreading. To improve effi ciency 

when spreading face-up-one way, a guided 

Falcon end cutter can be added to end cut each 

ply with perfect accuracy.

Standard  Features

•Manual Edge Control

•Roll Bar

Turntable (CRA-180)

Maximum Spread Height

24 in.; 48 in. opt.
150 lbs. Maximum Roll Weight

125 lbs.
Maximum Roll Diameter

Machine Weight

22.9 cm; 38.1 cm opt.9 in.; 15 in. opt.

61.0 cm; 1.2 m opt.
56.7 kg

68 kg
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The A-Frame manual feeder is an economical 
solution for trouble-free spreading of different 
fabrics. The standard 78 inch wide model is fully 
portable with a total weight capacity of 2,000 lbs. 
(1000 lbs/453.6kg per side).

• Fully portable, allowing goods to be unrolled 
   directly from the A-Frame to the cutting table

• Maneuverable narrow design with 6 inch (15.2cm)   
    rubber caster wheels

• 1-5/16” rotating roll bars equipped with ball bearing 
    brackets

• Optional cones available

• Optional core reducers available

A-Frame 10-24-13

STANDARDS METRICENGLISH

8 (four on each side)

16 in.

Maximum Rolls

Max. Outer Roll Diameter 40.6 cm

Specifi cations

75.5 in.Unit Height 192 cm
33 in.Unit Depth 84 cm

60 in. 

Width

*Standard stock model

1.52 m
72 in. 1.83 m
78 in.* 1.98 m*
84 in. 2.13 m
96 in. 2.44 m
102 in. 2.59 m

Contact factory for wider sizes available

108 in. 2.74 m
126 in. 3.20 m
132 in. 3.35 m

250 lbs.Maximum Weight per bar 113kg

330 lbs.Maximum Weight per bar 150kg

Heavy-Duty - 6 Roll

375 lbs.Maximum Weight per bar 170kg

Heavy-Duty - 8 Roll
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STANDARDS METRICENGLISH

10 – 24 ft.Standard Height

36 in.Maximum Outer Diameter
15 ft.Maximum Width

12,000 lbs.
300 lbs.
3,000 lbs.

Total Weight Capacity
Maximum Weight Per Roll

Heavy-Duty Option Wt. / Roll

3 – 7.3 m

91.4 cm
4.5 m

5443 kg
136 kg
1360 kg

Specifi cations

• Easy mobility with motorized control

 • Simplifi ed roll loading right off the fl oor or cart

 • Shielded motors prevent materials from being 

    soiled

• Dual controls for loading and operating ease

 • Single tower, multiple tower or overhead   

   confi gurations available

• Casters and track confi guration

• Material can feed from either side

The Multi-Roll Carousel system, available in many sizes and styles, 

provides tremendously simple access to multiple material rolls for 

end-of-table spreading, using minimal fl oor space. With the press 

of a button, material rolls turn around the carousel, stopping on 

the desired roll. 
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Low Pro� le, High Performance

The high performance tablet with the low profi le. The 

digitizer’s thin profi le contains a wide range of impressive 

features including:

• An easy, user-friendly set-up menu

• On-tablet softkeys for easy confi guration switching

• Resolution 1000 lpi

• Drivers for Win 9X /Me / NT / 2000 / XP

   Operating Systems and multipointing

   mode, allowing mouse/cursor and tablet

   to work together

• 16-button cursor

digitizer’s thin profi le contains a wide range of impressive digitizer’s thin profi le contains a wide range of impressive 

STANDARDS

Baud Rates

50º F - 104º F

1000 lpi, settable up to 100 lpmm (2540 lpi)
110V to 240V

Operating Temperature

Resolution
Electric Input

1200 - 19,2000

10º C - 40º C

Specifi cations

The digitizer’s streamlined contemporary design 

makes everything look simple. And it is! Tablet 

set-up is done with a user-friendly menu – there 

are no dip switches to set and reset. On-tablet 

soft keys make switching between user-defi ned 

confi gurations as easy as one key press. It’s fast. 

Effi cient. Accurate. Designed to work the way you 

do.

Easy to set up, easy to use.

14º F - 131º FStorageTemperature -10º C - 55º C
90% (non-condensing)Humidity

UL 1950; CAN/CSA C22.2 No. 950; EN 60950Safety Approvals

Modes Stream, Switched Stream, Point & Polled

METRICENGLISHSTANDARDS

36” x 48”
Tablet dimensions

90cm x 120cm
44” x 60” 110cm x 150cm
36” x 48” - 23 lbs. 

Weight
10.5 kg

44” x 60” - 31 lbs. 14.1 kg

Digitizer 10-25-13

The digitizer carries a limited lifetime warranty against manufacturing

defects. The accessories shipped with the AccuGrid, such as the 

16-button cursors, are under warranty for two years from the date of 

purchase.
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